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Why do people vote in autocratic elections? Until now, most answers to this question have argued that people vote because they
expect a material reward, such as patronage or a direct transfer via vote-buying, or as a way of rewarding the regime for its
economic performance. I argue that citizens also vote for different non-economic, expressive reasons, such as a sense of civic duty
or a desire to improve the democratic process. I present data from an original quasi-national public-opinion survey conducted in
Cameroon, which shows that expressive reasons for voting can explain more variation in voting behavior than economic reasons.
These different motivations challenge the implications of existing models of democratization by explaining how some of the
poorest electoral autocracies have withstood decades of economic stagnation.

I n countries where elections are not free or fair, and one
political party consistently dominates politics, why do
citizens bother to vote? If voting cannot substantively

affect the balance of power, why do millions of citizens
continue to turn out in these elections? For example, in
Algeria’s 2014 elections, where President Bouteflika won his
fourth term in office, a reported 11.3 million citizens voted,

representing 43.6% of all voting age citizens. In Belarus, 6.1
million citizens—78% of the voting population—went to
the polls in 2015 to re-elect longstanding dictator Alexander
Lukashenko to his fifth term in office.1 And in Cameroon,
one of the longest-standing electoral autocracies in sub-
Saharan Africa, 4.2 million voters (76.8%) turned out in the
2013 parliamentary and municipal elections, and 3.6
million voted (53.9%) in the 2018 presidential elections.
Due to the autocratic nature of these regimes these numbers
may not be precise, but it is nonetheless clear that millions of
citizens are genuinely participating in these rigged contests.
Why do these citizens choose to vote when it is clear that
elections will not bring change?

In Cameroon, one can easily find the expected
frustration and apathy one would expect in a long-
standing electoral autocracy. Across the country, many
citizens have withdrawn from a political system that they
feel does not change through elections. Seventy percent of
Cameroonians believe that if an election were held
tomorrow, the ruling party, the Rassemblement démocrat-
ique du peuple camerounais (RDPC), would “definitely win
a clear majority” of seats in the National Assembly.2

Citizens from all different backgrounds profess their
frustration with this status quo. When asked if he voted
in the 2011 presidential elections, a young man in Kribi,
a town in the south long-dominated by the ruling party,
stated “I didn’t vote because I don’t believe in the
system.”3 A woman from the Northwest city of Bamenda,
headquarters of the largest opposition party, reported
negative feelings about all aspects of the political system:
“There is no need to vote because the outcome is already
known beforehand. It’s a waste of time.”4 Given the
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current state of affairs, it is not surprising that many
Cameroonians feel alienated from the political system.

And yet millions of citizens choose to vote in elections.
Amongst the pessimism and disillusionment, there are
clear voices of inclusion, patriotism, and hopefulness.
Surprisingly, despite the fact that 70% of respondents
believed the ruling party will win elections, when asked
whether their vote makes a difference in elections, 65% of
Cameroonians said it did.5 Despite some of our assump-
tions about the nature of citizenship under autocracy, many
citizens are generally satisfied with the political system, and
vote to support the status quo. A 45 year-old woman in the
West put it succinctly: “We eat, we sleep, there’s no war. I
vote RDPC.”6 Further, many Cameroonians feel strongly
that voting is a civic duty, and, regardless of their political
views, are proud to cast their ballot. A 32 year-old Bamoun
man in Foumban in the West Region proclaimed that,
despite his very strong reservations about the political
system,7 “I vote only because it’s obligatory as a citizen.
It’s my duty. I am not a citizen if I don’t vote.”8 Others vote
less out of a sense of duty or support for the status quo, but
instead because they are oppositional to the regime and feel
that voting can improve the level of democracy. As one 50-
year-old opposition voter expressed: “Even if elections are
not fair, it’s still good to vote because we can participate to
expose the irregularity that happens. But if we stay at home
it means everything is just fine.”9 Clearly, citizens of
autocracies possess a diverse set of political opinions, and,
perhaps surprisingly, a large number of them express
genuine, non-economic reasons for participating in elec-
tions, even if they know the elections will not result in
political change. I argue that, just like in democratic
countries (e.g., Riker and Ordeshook 1968), expressive
reasons for voting also exist in autocratic countries and can
explain variation in voting behavior. Specifically, citizens
who believe that voting is a civic duty are more likely to vote
than citizens who see voting as a choice, and citizens who
believe voting can improve democracy are more likely to vote
than those who do not see a connection between voting and
democratization.

However, the existing literature on autocratic elections
focuses almost exclusively on the importance of material
inducements to voting, arguing that citizens most sus-
ceptible to clientelistic relationships will be more likely to
vote (Blaydes 2011; Magaloni 2006; Miguel, Jamal, and
Tessler 2015). Discussing elections in Jordan, Lust-Okar
(2006) sums up the existing approach to political behavior
in electoral autocracies:

That elections are primarily an area of patronage distribution
has a significant impact on voting behavior. Most obviously,
voters tend to cast their ballots for candidates whom they
think will afford them wasta [patronage], and not for reasons
of ideology or policy preferences. They are also more likely to
turn out to the polls when they believe that their candidates are
close enough to the government to deliver state resources
(460).

Others also argue that citizens vote when they approve
of the economic performance of the regime, using their
participation as a signal of support (Greene 2007;
Magaloni 2006; Miguel, Jamal, and Tessler 2015). While
economic factors are important to understanding voting
behavior in autocratic contexts, my central argument is
that it is unlikely that these forms of inducements are the
only—or even the most important—motivation for voting
in autocratic elections. In electoral autocracies without
mass-based party machines or a functioning welfare system
—where the economy is stagnant and many communities
lack even basic infrastructure, such as piped water or
electricity—after decades of multiparty elections, it seems
unlikely that the majority of people vote because they
think that high turnout for the ruling party will result in
local investments.
Further, the literature on voting behavior in Africa,

regardless of regime type, has also focused heavily on the
role of patronage-induced voting to the near complete
exclusion of the expressive reasons Africans may have for
participating in elections. The alternative hypotheses to
most studies of patronage voting is policy-based or
partisan-based voting, arguing that Africans are not
generally motivated by the platforms or policy orientation
of a particular party or politician, but instead their
capacity to deliver specific goods to their community.
In more competitive systems, there is growing evidence
that citizens vote to reward strong economic performance
for the country in general.
Yet even in Africa’s more consolidated democracies, it

is common to hear citizens complain that, regardless of
the political party, politicians only show up in their
constituencies during elections, rarely delivering any
tangible benefits to the community. In Round 6 of the
Afrobarometer, 69.3% of all respondents in sub-Saharan
Africa indicated that leaders of political parties in their
country are “more concerned with advancing their own
political ambitions” than “serving the interests of the
people” (Afrobarometer, Round 6). While citizens may
be aware of the logic of patronage voting, the lack of
robust economic development in most countries over the
years has likely eroded the credibility of this logic,
especially in Africa’s autocracies. As one voter in Bafous-
sam, Cameroon described: “Only the RDPC [ruling
party] Members of Parliament can bring development.
The opposition isn’t favored by the government. But
really it doesn’t even make a difference because nobody
ever brings anything anyways.”10 In general, this is likely
doubly true in Africa’s autocracies, where ruling parties
do not need to win competitive elections in order to
remain in power. While Africans may be more likely to
vote for reasons of patronage than policy, I argue that the
existing literature has largely missed the most important
alternative hypothesis to patronage-based voting: expres-
sive voting.
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Complicating the assumptions of voting behavior in
autocratic elections is important because the existing
literature has insisted that hegemonic party regimes are
capable of retaining their mass support almost exclusively
through their ability to buy off voters. But if, as Magaloni
(2006, 149) writes, “vote-buying” does not “[constitute
the] essential glue for the maintenance of” the hegemonic
party, then we must look to other sources of stability, such
as the regime’s ability to invoke the values of patriotism,
peace, democracy, and legitimacy. This can help to explain
autocracies that have endured considerable economic
downturn, such as we have seen in countries like Came-
roon, Togo, or Sudan.
Understanding expressive voting is also important

because it normalizes and de-exotifies our explanations
of autocratic politics in general. Theories of economic
voting, particularly those that rely on the explanations of
electoral patronage and vote-buying, support a normative
narrative that autocracies are illegitimate; they provide an
explanation for why citizens would vote to support
authoritarianism. Political scientists have inadvertently
supported this exotification of autocratic politics by
constructing a different approach to understanding po-
litical behavior in autocratic regimes (as well as in Africa
in general). While it is uncontested that citizens in
consolidated democracies vote for expressive reasons, it
is harder to imagine that ordinary citizens in autocracies
vote for similar reasons, and that voting might constitute
a source of pride for citizens of such regimes. Un-
derstanding the more banal and ordinary reasons why
citizens participate is critical to de-exotifying politics in
non-Western contexts.
The first section of this article discusses the scope

conditions of electoral autocracies and the case selection
of Cameroon. The second section explores existing
explanations of voting behavior in electoral autocracies.
The third section presents a theoretical framework for
understanding non-economic reasons for voting. The
fourth section provides the results of an original survey
conducted in Cameroon to provide an empirical foun-
dation for this theory. The final section discusses the
implications of these findings.

Electoral Autocracies and the Case of
Cameroon
I use a broad definition of electoral autocracy, advancing
an argument about the sources of electoral participation
in hegemonic-party regimes that hold national-level,
multiparty elections with an independent opposition in
which the chances of an opposition victory are exceed-
ingly small.11 As Schedler (2002a) writes, “Electoral
authoritarian regimes neither practice democracy nor
resort regularly to naked repression” (36). Instead, they
attempt to manipulate the rules of the game as to make
these elections unwinnable for the opposition. Electoral

autocracies rely on old tricks, such as gerrymandering and
electoral fraud, but also use their monopolies on state
resources to structurally disadvantage the opposition.
Ruling parties use the strength and legitimacy of the state
apparatus to monopolize the media and harass and
delegitimize opposition parties (Levitsky and Way 2010).

Table 1 presents a global list of contemporary electoral
autocracies. It includes any country that has consistently
scored a 5 or lower on the Polity IV scale for the past 20
years (1997–2017), had uninterrupted multiparty12 na-
tional elections during that period, and where the same
party won every election—the presidency or the majority
of seats in parliament.13 For each case, the table includes
a number of development indicators taken from theWorld
Bank: GDP per capita, average GDP per capita growth
over the past twenty years (1997–2017), health expendi-
ture per capita, and percent of the population with access
to electricity and an improved water source. It also
includes voter turnout (amongst registered voters) for
the most recent election. Cases from sub-Saharan Africa
are highlighted, and the averages of sub-Saharan African
cases and non-sub-Saharan African14 cases are listed at the
bottom of the table. Of the 22 cases listed in table 1,
fourteen countries are in sub-Saharan Africa. However,
despite the fact that most electoral autocracies are found in
sub-Saharan Africa, few of our studies of authoritarianism
come from the region.

If electoral autocracy is a unique category of regime
type, then does it matter where in particular our theories
of autocracy are developed? While, arguably, all cases of
autocracy can help us to understand politics in other
autocracies, it is clear from the data in table 1 that the
African regimes are fundamentally different economically
from electoral autocracies in other regions of the world,
despite, on average, similar levels of political participation.
On average, even excluding Singapore, the GDP per capita
of non-African electoral autocracies is 4.2 times higher
than the average electoral autocracy in sub-Saharan Africa,
and average GDP growth in Africa’s electoral autocracies
during the past 20 years has been roughly half of that in the
rest of the world. This huge gap in economic development
would not necessarily matter, except that existing theories
rely heavily on economic explanations for political behav-
ior.

With these structural differences in mind, I focus
empirically on Cameroon, one of the longest-standing
electoral autocracies in sub-Saharan Africa. Cameroon’s
political experience is not unusual regarding the electoral
autocracies of sub-Saharan Africa. The president of
Cameroon, Paul Biya, came to power in 1982. Before
his succession, Cameroon held single-party elections
regularly since independence in 1960 under its first
president, Ahamdou Ahidjo. Although Cameroon lacked
much of the instability that other African countries
faced during the 1970s and 1980s—such as in Togo or
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Sudan—it is the poster child for “big man rule” in Africa.
Since the turn to multipartyism in the 1990s, the ruling
party has relied on a number of tactics to remain in power,
such as altering the constitution in order to concentrate
power in the hands of the executive branch, relying on
gerrymandering to win artificially high numbers of legis-
lative seats, and using various tactics to repress, delegiti-
mize and split the opposition (Albaugh 2011, 2014, chap.
6; Schedler 2002a).

Table 2 presents a history of multiparty elections in
Cameroon, providing information about turnout and vote
share for each election. Legislative and municipal elections
are held separately in Cameroon, with legislative terms
lasting five years and presidential terms lasting seven.
Cameroon’s legislative districts work on a mixed system,
with some multimember districts that elect party lists (51
districts representing 146 seats) and some single-member
plurality districts (34 districts).

As can be seen from table 2, turnout in Cameroon is
generally average amongst cases of electoral authoritarian-
ism.15 While average turnout across all electoral autocra-
cies is about 67%, for Cameroon, turnout was 68.3% in
the 2011 presidential election, 76.8% in the 2013
parliamentary and municipal election, and 53.9% in the
most recent 2018 presidential election. Participation was
exceptionally low for the most recent election because of
the escalating violence in the anglophone regions.
I focus empirically on the 2013 parliamentary election

in Cameroon because it was the most proximate election
during the period of data collection. However, it is
important to note that the theory presented here should
be applicable to both presidential and legislative elections.
In theory, we might expect expressive voting to be more
common in presidential elections because these types of
contests tend to be less competitive. Though a ruling
party in an electoral autocracy will not lose its majority in

Table 1
Cases of electoral autocracy and contemporary levels of development

Country

GDP per
capita (PPP,
Current Int’l

$)

Ave. GDP per
capita growth
(1997-2017)

Health
Expenditure per
capita (PPP,

Current Int’l $)

Access to
Electricity
(% Pop.)

People Using
Basic Drinking

Water Services (%
Pop)

Voter
Turnout in
Most Recent

Election

Algeria 15,275 1.84 1,031 99 94 37.1
Angola 6,389 3.87 196 41 41 76.1
Azerbaijan 17,398 8.07 1,191 100 84 74.2*
Belarus 18,848 5.56 1,085 100 98 74.7
Cameroon 3,694 1.58 163 60 65 53.9
Chad 1,941 2.90 100 9 43 66.0*
D.R. Congo 887 0.37 34 17 42 59.1
Ethiopia 1,899 5.06 66 43 39 93.2
Gabon 18,183 -0.85 481 91 88 58.6
Jordan 9,153 0.99 568 100 99 36.1
Kazakhstan 26,410 5.19 903 100 91 77.1
Mozambique 1,247 4.43 64 24 47 48.8
Rep. Congo 5,359 0.30 203 57 68 42.2
Russia 25,533 5.34 1,414 100 96 67.5*
Rwanda 2,036 4.49 143 29 57 98.2*
Singapore 93,905 3.05 3,681 100 100 93.6
Sudan 4,904 3.90 277 39 59 46.4
Tajikistan 3,180 5.01 193 100 74 82.0
Tanzania 2,946 3.19 97 33 50 62.7
Togo 1,570 0.62 96 47 63 60.9*
Uganda 1,864 2.73 139 27 39 67.6
Zimbabwe 2,086 -1.30 182 38 67 85.2*

Average for
SSA
countries

3,929 2.24 160 40 55 67.3

Average for
non-SSA
countries^

16,542 4.57 912 100 91 64.1

Notes: All data from the World Bank Development Indicators Database.

*Presidential election

^Excluding Singapore
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parliament via elections, specific constituencies will
feature competitive elections. In these locally competitive
elections, vote-buying might be more common since
campaigns are more decentralized. Also, existing work
frequently argues that patronage voting is paramount to
parliamentary elections because individuals with clientel-
istic relationships to a candidate expect patronage after
the candidate wins the election (Lust 2009; Miguel,
Jamal, and Tessler 2015; Shehata 2008). Thus, using data
from a parliamentary election may be a “hard test” of the
theory. Nonetheless, I do not argue that people never vote
for economic reasons. If we see expressive voting in
parliamentary elections, it may be safe to assume that we
should also see such voting in presidential elections.

Economic Reasons for Participation
As Gandhi and Lust-Okar have noted, the scholarship on
elections in autocracies “has focused on exploring the
relationships between elections and democratization . . .
[and] these tendencies have kept political scientists from
asking a wide range of questions about the micro-level
dynamics of authoritarian elections”(2009, 404). Indeed,
the vast majority of the foundational studies on electoral
autocracies have concentrated on the macro-level implica-
tions of holding elections, such as why dictators would
hold them in the first place (Brownlee 2011; Svolik 2012),
how elections can stabilize autocratic regimes (Boix
and Svolik 2013; Gandhi 2008; Gandhi and Przeworski
2006; Lust-Okar 2006;Magaloni 2006;Wright 2008), or,
on the other hand, lead to democratization, at least under
certain conditions (Donno 2013; Lindberg 2006; Schedler
2002b; Wolchik and Bunce 2006). While this scholarship
provides an indispensable framework for understanding
the macro-level implications of autocratic elections, very
little work models or measures micro-level political
behavior or preferences.
The most influential work that does exist largely relies

on macro-level data in order to argue that citizens vote for

economic reasons. For example, Magaloni’s (2006) anal-
ysis of Mexico under the PRI shows that the regime spent
more money in PRI-controlled municipalities that were
considered “swing districts” than it spent in heavily-
controlled PRI districts or in opposition strongholds,
suggesting that the government used such spending to
encourage people to vote for them in elections. Blaydes
(2011) goes as far as to state that “the majority of voters in
Egypt make their voting decision based on clientelistic
considerations” (101), similarly showing that electoral
districts with higher vote shares for the opposition received
fewer water and sewer improvement projects. She also
argues that citizens were motivated to vote during elections
due to vote-buying by showing that districts with higher
levels of illiterate citizens also had higher levels of voter
turnout. While this body of work systematically demon-
strates that the state is spending in a way that correlates
with voting behavior in electoral autocracies, due to the
limitations of macro-level data, they cannot show whether
or not individuals are affected by this logic of spending.

Only a handful of studies have used survey data to
better understand voting in electoral autocracies. For
example, analyzing a survey of the employees of firms in
the regional capitals of Russia, Frye, Reuter, and Szakonyi
(2014) find that 25% of workers were mobilized to vote by
their employers. Miguel, Jamal, and Tessler (2015) analyze
Arabarometer survey data and find that citizens vote in
autocratic elections not just because they expect a gift
during the election, or increased spending afterwards, but
also based on sociotropic voting; rewarding the regime
with their vote when the economic climate is favorable and
abstaining when the economy is doing poorly. This form
of economic voting is the closest the literature gets to
explaining turnout without relying on the argument that
a voter will actually receive a material reward. However, it
still presents a puzzle for understanding turnout in
countries with terrible economic records, such as Togo,
which saw negative economic growth numbers from

Table 2
Elections in Cameroon

Election Date Type Turnout (%) Percent/Seats RDPC (180 seats total)

March 1, 1992* Legislative 60.6 88 seats
October 11, 1992 Presidential 71.9 39.98%
May 17, 1997 Legislative 75.6 109 seats
October 12, 1997* Presidential 81.4 92.57%
June 30, 2002 Legislative Not available 149 seats
October 11, 2004 Presidential 82.2 70.92 %
July 22, 2007 Legislative 63.5 153 seats
October 9, 2011 Presidential 68.3 77.99%
September 30, 2013 Legislative 76.8 148 seats
October 7, 2018 Presidential 53.9 71.28%

*Opposition boycott
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1998–2005. Magaloni and Greene also theorize about
economic performance voting in Mexico under the PRI,
but, still, neither of their models can explain the long-term
economic stagnation that has occurred in many of Africa’s
electoral autocracies.16

I build on these micro-level approaches, but am able to
investigate expressive reasons for voting by using original
survey data that actually asks respondents why they vote
in elections. Existing studies, especially from Magaloni
and Greene, do argue that ideological voting exists in
electoral autocracies, but they contend that it is isolated
to opposition supporters—a small minority of voters in
such regimes. Similarly, Croke, et al. (2016) make an
argument about why more-educated citizens abstain from
autocratic elections, but do not explain why people do
participate. By exploring expressive reasons for participa-
tion, I argue that non-economic voting is not unique to
opposition voters.

In addition to economic motivations for voting,
another factor to consider is violence and intimidation.
While electoral violence seems like a bread-and-butter
issue of electoral autocracies, it has not actually been
systematically studied within the context of these types of
regimes.17 Many stable, long-term electoral autocracies,
such as Malaysia, Tanzania, or Cameroon, actually tend to
feature relatively little electoral violence, at least after they
have transitioned from closed autocracies. Electoral vio-
lence appears to be more common in more competitive or
transitioning regimes, such as Côte d’Ivoire, Nigeria, or
Kenya (Goldsmith 2015). However, there are important
exceptions, such as Zimbabwe or Ethiopia. I control for
intimidation in the empirical analysis, but because it was
so rare in Cameroon at the time of data collection (3.5% of
survey respondents reported being threatened during the
previous election),18 it does not feature prominently in the
analysis. In cases where violence and intimidation are more
common (as in countries where economic motivations are
more credible), we should expect the relative importance
of expressive voting to diminish. Where violence is
present, expressive benefits of voting must be extremely
high for a citizen to risk participation. For example, voter
turnout in the 2018 presidential election in Cameroon was
just 5% in the Northwest region largely because there was
so much fear of violence.

Finally, ethnicity is also an important component to
understanding electoral behavior in sub-Saharan Africa
(Eifert, Miguel, and Posner 2010; Posner 2005). How-
ever, ethnicity usually acts as a heuristic for other—usually
instrumental—reasons for voting. By and large the liter-
ature argues that citizens are mobilized to vote by their
local (ethnic) leaders because they are engaged in clientel-
istic networks; citizens depend financially on local patrons
or chiefs, who mobilize them to vote for their preferred
candidate during elections. Alternatively, recent work has
shown that these relationships may not be coercive, but

instead groups may vote with their chief because they trust
his opinion and expect him to cooperate better with his
preferred candidate in order to deliver resources to the
community (Baldwin 2013; Koter 2013). Either way,
while ethnic mobilization is likely captured in economic
models of voting, I also include measure of ethnicity itself
in the empirical analysis that follows.

Expressive Reasons for Participation
If most citizens do not receive or expect to receive an
economic reward for voting, and electoral violence is not
common, what accounts for the decision to participate in
autocratic elections? Scholarship from democratic regimes
has found that expressive reasons for voting are the most
powerful explanations of electoral behavior. This work
has focused on two forms of expressive voting: a sense of
civic duty (Blais, Young, and Lapp 2000; Riker and
Ordeshook 1968) and the expression of partisanship
(Brennan and Buchanan 1984; Hamlin and Jennings
2011; Schuessler 2000). In their foundational study, Riker
and Ordeshook (1968) argue that rational explanations for
voting, which focus on the costs and benefits of the voting
act in relation to the competitiveness of the race, do not
explain turnout as well as expressive reasons (what they call
consumption benefits) for participation—particularly
civic duty. In contrast to the benefits of voting related to
your favored candidate winning the race, consumption
benefits are derived from the act of voting itself, regardless
of which party or candidate wins. Expanding on this idea
of the intrinsic value of the voting act, Brennan and
Buchanan (1984) liken voters to fans “cheering” at a sports
match: of course these fans hope their team will win, but
regardless of the outcome, they will turn out to cheer at
every match for the pleasure of cheering itself. Partisanship
can be instrumental, but the authors argue that it can also
explain voter turnout through its expressive properties.
My core argument is that citizens in autocratic regimes

should also vote for expressive reasons, including a sense
of civic duty and a desire to improve the level of
democracy. The literature on authoritarianism has largely
overlooked these motivations because they have essen-
tially argued that the paradox of voting does not exist in
autocratic elections: it is rational to vote because you
expect an economic reward for doing so, whether that be
an actual gift at the polling station, the expectation of an
individual or collective reward after the election, or
simply the promise of continued economic growth.
However, I argue that even if economic rewards are
present, it is unclear why expressive motivations would be
entirely absent. Further, where bribes are not available,
these expressive motivations may be just as important in
autocratic contexts as they are in democratic regimes.
First, similar to democracies, citizens who feel that

voting is a civic duty should be more likely to participate
in elections. Although it may seem surprising that citizens
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of autocracies would feel a sense of civic duty, in fact, it
might be even more common in such regimes because of
the conflation between the ruling party and the state, as
well as the state’s near-monopoly on political communi-
cations. Because of the blurring between party and state,
voting for the ruling party can be seen as an act of
patriotism and duty. For example, the Partido Revolucio-
nario Institucional (PRI) in Mexico—which ruled un-
interrupted for 70 years—uses the colors of the Mexican
flag as its symbol. Chama Cha Mapinduzi (CCM) in
Tanzania relies heavily on the historical symbolism of the
state’s founding father, Julius Nyerere, to legitimize its
hold on power since the country’s independence in 1961.
Further, the legitimating rhetoric of electoral autocratic
regimes oftentimes revolves around crediting the party
with the state’s history of peace (Letsa 2017b). Ruling
parties frequently point to peer countries or neighbors that
face civil war or crisis, crediting the unity of the ruling
party with the regime’s relative stability.19 Electoral
autocracies also use political crises to bolster their claims
to patriotism and nationalism. For example, Putin has
used his annexation of Crimea to appeal to Russian
patriotism, crediting himself and United Russia for re-
building popular pride in the Russian state.
These messages of patriotism are enabled by the

regime’s stranglehold on the media and political commu-
nications (Lawson 2002). For example, the state often
teaches through public school curricula and voter regis-
tration campaigns that voting is a duty. As Geddes and
Zaller (1989) find in authoritarian-era Brazil, citizens with
the strongest levels of support for the autocratic regime are
those who receive messages from the state, but are not
inclined to criticize or question these messages. Thus,
while highly educated citizens might reject these messages
of civic duty taught by the state (Croke, et al. 2016),
citizens with median levels of education—the plurality of
citizens—would be more likely to accept them. Further,
where the opposition is strong, such as in democratic
regimes, challengers would be able to counter these
narratives. In autocracies, where the opposition is struc-
turally weak and lacks access to a free media, these
messages of voting as patriotic act or a civic duty often
go unchallenged (Letsa 2017a).
In addition, it may seem that a sense of civic duty

should be weaker in autocratic regimes because histori-
cally civic duty has been conceptually tied to the pride of
participating in democratic elections. However, for ordi-
nary citizens, perceptions of democracy can be deeply
subjective, and autocratic regimes do everything in their
power to convince their citizens that elections are free and
fair. Of the electoral autocracies surveyed by the Afrobar-
ometer for Round 5 (Burundi, Cameroon, Mozambique,
Sudan, Tanzania, Togo, Uganda and Zimbabwe), only
15.4% of all respondents said that their country was “not
a democracy,” compared to 18.0% who said their country

was a “full democracy.”20 The majority of respondents fall
somewhere in between: 35.8% believe that they live in
a democracy that has “minor problems,” while 30.9% say
they live in a democracy that has “major problems”
(Afrobarometer, Round 6). Although these figures are
merely suggestive (as few surveys outside of the United
States ask about civic duty), if half of citizens in electoral
autocracies believe that they live in a democracy (whether
a full democracy or one with minor problems), then it is
conceivable that they also link the act of voting to a civic
duty.

In Cameroon, it was clear from open-ended interviews
with respondents that many types of people from many
different backgrounds felt genuinely that voting was their
duty. While supporters of the ruling party were, on
average, more likely to see voting as a duty, an over-
whelming number of opposition supporters and citizens
who thought the whole system was rigged still saw voting
as their duty. For example, when asked why the RDPC
always wins elections, about 39% of respondents replied
that they win because the elections are rigged. Of this
39% of respondents who said the elections are rigged,
57% still strongly believed that voting was a civic duty. Of
course, not everyone who sees voting as a duty still votes in
every election. But it is important to note that this belief is
widespread amongst a diverse group of citizens, and I argue
that citizens who do see voting as a duty should be more
likely to vote than those who do not.

In addition to voting out of a sense of civic duty, I also
argue that many citizens vote because they want to
express their support for democracy. They believe that
even if the election will not produce change, the act of
voting improves the system as a whole. Unlike in single-
party autocracies, citizens in electoral autocracies can
choose to vote for the opposition or cast a null ballot.
While few citizens would expect such a vote to result in
a change in power, they may feel that such an act works
as a symbolic vote for democracy (Hermet, Rose, and
Rouquié 1978). Even some regime supporters believe that
there is room for improvement, and hope that mass
participation can strengthen the quality of elections.
People who see the act of voting as meaningful for
democracy should be more likely to vote than citizens
who see participation as pointless, or worse—legitimating
an autocratic electoral system. Thus, in addition to a sense
of civic duty, voting may also act as an expression of
support for democracy.

Citizens who have access to opposition narratives—
either because they possess more education (Croke et al.
2016), they have higher levels of socioeconomic status and
therefore can access alternative sources of information such
as the internet, or because they live in opposition strong-
holds (Letsa 2017b, 2017a)—may be more inclined to see
their vote as an expression of their support for democratic
reform. For these citizens, we might consider the act of
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voting an act of symbolic protest. Whereas the citizen who
votes out of duty expresses her national identity as patriot,
the citizen who votes out of protest expresses her identity
as democrat. Though most citizens support democracy as
a valence issue (Bleck and van de Walle 2013), not all of
them should think of the relationship between voting and
democratization in the same way. Those who think of the
state as democratic anyways may be less likely to think that
voting is important for its ability to democratize the
system. Others may think of democratization as impor-
tant, but may not see a link between the voting act and
democracy. Such citizens see the act of voting as pointless,
and opt out of elections entirely. I argue that the citizens in
electoral autocracies who see their vote as a way to improve
democracy should be more likely to participate in elections
than those who do not see the relationship between
democracy and voting.

A Micro-Level Analysis of Voter
Opinions: Survey Data
In order to probe the plausibility of expressive voting in
autocracies, the following section explores data from an
original public-opinion survey conducted in Cameroon
in 2014–2015, providing evidence for this theory of non-
economic voting. It is important to note that while public-
opinion data can provide support for the theoretical
framework of voting here, the data is not an outright test
of the causal effect of expressive voting. The empirical
strategy of this paper is innovative because it is the first to
directly ask ordinary citizens in autocracies why they vote
and to specifically inquire about beliefs about expressive
voting. To my knowledge, it is also the first to directly ask
citizens about the relationship between voting and gov-
ernment spending. Thus, the goal of the data is to establish
the existence and importance of expressive voting relative
to the power of economic voting in autocracies.

However, the empirical tests cannot outright deter-
mine the causal direction of expressive motivations for
voting and the act of voting itself. While a sense of civic
duty is learned primarily from state communications,
such as public school curricula, voter registration drives,
and election campaigns, as well as from the family,
community, church, or mosque, it is also likely that the
act of voting itself solidifies these beliefs. Though,
arguably it is unlikely that the act of voting creates a sense
of civic duty; for someone who already believes that voting
is a duty, the more one votes, the more likely they are to
internalize that belief. Existing work from the United
States and Canada argues that these values are learned early
in life, finding that they correlate with things like re-
ligiosity, gender, and socioeconomic status. Arguably,
believing that voting can improve democracy should be
similar to believing that voting is a duty, though it is
perhaps less likely to be fostered by the act of voting itself.
The more one votes while noting that democracy is not

improving, theoretically at least, the less likely one should
feel that voting can improve democracy. As noted earlier,
however, many citizens may indeed believe that democ-
racy is improving if they think the elections are relatively
free and fair. Regardless, the study cannot disentangle the
causal direction of expressive motivations for voting and
the act of voting itself. However, holding the belief that
voting is a duty or can improve democracy is almost
certainly prior to the first voting act; though these beliefs
may deepen or weaken with more exposure to voting.
With this in mind, I use data from an original 85-

question public-opinion survey that was administered in
seven of Cameroon’s ten regions in English and French.21

Seventeen public-opinion questions were borrowed from
the Afrobarometer instrument in order to test reliability
across instruments and sampling designs. A comparison of
responses is provided in online appendix A, revealing that
results are quite similar, even with the exclusion of the
three northern regions. Within the seven sampled regions,
the survey included 15 electoral districts sampled on two
significant characteristics: 1) whether the department was
urban or rural (with a fifty/fifty distribution), and 2)
whether the department was an opposition area, an RDPC
area, or an area that “swings” between the two.22 The full
sampling schedule of all electoral départements and arron-
dissements is included in online appendix B. Post-
stratification weights were created to compensate for
over-sampling in opposition and swing areas, as well as
to readjust urban/rural sampling within these district types
to match the national distribution.23 In each enumeration
area, I administered the survey with five research assistants,
to willing and informed respondents aged 23 years or
older,24 and reached a total of 2,399 respondents. More
details on the sampling procedure and descriptive statistics
for the sample can be found in online appendix B.
Although in many ways, social sensitivity bias in survey

response is unavoidable (Tourangeau and Yan 2007),
certain steps were taken to improve the reliability of
response rates and measurement. First, Cameroon was
specifically chosen as the site of fieldwork because political
repression at the time was rare amongst ordinary citizens,
and therefore relative to some autocratic contexts, the fear
of retribution for participation in the survey was low.
Second, a 100-respondent pre-test of the instrument was
conducted in Yaoundé prior to full implementation. A
number of questions and question orderings were altered
to improve comprehension and minimize response bias.
Third, measurement of the key dependent and indepen-
dent variables were carefully designed to minimize social
sensitivity bias.25 For example, it has been shown that
people over-report voting behavior in surveys (Tittle and
Hill 1967), and so the survey took steps to minimize this
bias by providing respondents a list of options regarding
the previous election.26 Further, as an alternative measure
of the potentially sensitive question of patronage voting,
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the regression analysis includes unbiased measures of local
government investments, and dummies for the interviewer
were included as controls. Online appendix C fully
explains the steps taken to address social sensitivity bias.

Dependent Variable
The primary goal of the following analysis is to de-
termine why citizens vote in autocratic elections. Thus,
the dependent variable of the following regression
analyses is a dichotomous measure of whether or not
the respondent reported voting in the most recent 2013
legislative and municipal elections. As a robustness
check, online appendix D runs the main models on
whether or not the respondent reported voting in the
most recent 2011 presidential election, finding similar
results. While few Cameroonians expect the opposition
to win elections, national elections are still an important
event in the country. Overall, 70.1% of Cameroonians
reported voting in the 2013 legislative and municipal
elections (compared to the official figure of 76.8% of
registered voters). Because the dependent variable is
a dichotomous measure of past voting behavior, all
analyses use logit models.

Independent Variables
In order to explain variation in reported voting behavior,
the analysis includes five different survey questions (as
well as one non-survey measure) specifically designed to
probe the potential reasons a respondent might have to
vote in elections. The first four measures are explanations
provided by the existing literature, and account for vote-
buying, expectations of local government spending,
actual district-level government spending, and the
respondent’s evaluation of the national economy. The
second set of measures account for the proposed non-
economic motivations: civic duty and a desire to improve
democracy.
The first economic question measures vote-buying by

asking the respondent whether or not they received money
or a favor from a candidate or party during the previous
election. Despite some concerns about social sensitivity
bias, 10.9% of all respondents reported receiving a gift
during the previous election. Of the respondents who
reported receiving something, 89% said they received the
money or gift from the ruling party.
In addition to vote-buying, the analysis presents two

different measures of the concept of “electoral patronage.”
The first, designed to improve on the existing approach of
measuring aggregated spending, is a direct measure of
expectations of patronage. The survey asked respondents:
“In your opinion, do you think that if voter turnout is high
in your district, the government will reward the district
with resources like schools, health clinics or paved roads?”
Overall, 53% agreed, 40% disagreed, and 7% didn’t
know. To my knowledge, this is the first survey to ask

respondents directly about their beliefs regarding the logic
of electoral patronage.

The second measure, state spending, was constructed
from government investment budgets collected by the
author from Cameroon’s Ministry of Economy, Planning,
and Regional Development (MINEPAT) for 2008–2015.
Investment budgets cover many different types of projects
depending on the ministry, such as the building of
classrooms (Ministry of Secondary Education), irrigation
channels (Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Develop-
ment), roads projects (Ministry of Public Works), or even
public rest stops (Ministry of Tourism and Leisure). These
budgets do not include operations costs, such as salaries
or monthly bills (electricity, etc.). While this measure may
appear broad, its advantage is its ability to capture most
potential sources of electoral patronage (Kramon and
Posner 2013). The measure is constructed at the level of
the département in which the respondent was interviewed,
which corresponds with electoral districts. Since the
government uses spending as a way to incentivize voter
turnout, the literature would predict that citizens living in
areas with higher levels of investment should be more
likely to vote in elections.

Finally, in order to measure whether citizens are voting
primarily because they approve of the economic perfor-
mance of the government, I include a question designed
to capture the respondent’s evaluation of economic perfor-
mance. This is a standard question following Miguel,
Jamal, and Tessler (2015): “In general, would you describe
the present economic condition of Cameroon as good,
bad, or neither good nor bad?” Overall, Cameroonians
hold a rather bleak view of the economy. Forty-five percent
say the present economic condition is either “fairly bad” or
“very bad” compared to only 16% who say it is “fairly
good” or “very good.” The survey also included questions
about the respondent’s evaluation of the economy over the
past year, as well as egotropic questions about the
respondent’s own present economic situation as well as
their situation over the past year. Results are robust to
these alternative specifications.

In addition to these four measures of economic
motivations, I also include two questions that measure
the proposed non-economic reasons for voting. The full
question wordings are presented in table 3. The questions
were specifically designed to avoid acquiescence bias. In
order to do this, the first question about civic duty provides
the respondent with two compelling logics for voting
being either a choice (“un choix”) or a duty (“un devoir”)
(Blais and Achen n.d.). It then asks with which one they
agree. Despite the autocratic nature of elections in
Cameroon, fully 69% of respondents believe that voting
is a duty. Similarly, the next question offers respondents
two options regarding the democratic aspects of voting,
asking whether the best way to improve democracy is to
abstain from an unfair process as a form of boycott,27 or to
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vote to increase representative participation. Nearly 87%
of respondents believe that voting is the best way to
improve democracy—relatively few Cameroonians believe
that boycotting elections can improve democracy.

Overall, the response figures indicate that, in general,
Cameroonians are familiar with these different logics of
voting. For example, although, a priori, it may seem
doubtful that citizens of an autocratic regime think of
voting as a civic duty, it is clear that a robust majority
believe that it is. Further, Cameroonians who did not
believe voting was a duty still understood the concept: only
0.4 percent of all respondents reported that they did not
know if voting was a duty or a choice. Similarly, only 2.3
percent of respondents did not know or did not have an
opinion about whether it was best to vote or to boycott
elections.

Control Variables
Full models include demographic and structural varia-
bles to control for the effects of socioeconomic status
and other factors on voting. Online appendix E presents
the coefficients and standard errors of these control
variables from the models in table 4. First is an index of
personal wealth borrowed from the Afrobarometer, mea-
sured by an additive list of items the respondent reported
owning. As a robustness check, online appendix F
interacts this measure with the economic reasons for

voting. The models also include the respondent’s gender,
age, education, and locality (urban or rural). Descriptive
statistics of these measures within the entire sample can
be found in online appendix B. I also include the
respondent’s ethnicity. I received more than 200 different
responses to the question, “To which ethnic group do
you belong?”, and so I therefore include only the top ten
ethnic groups represented in the survey: all groups that
had 50 or more respondents, plus a category for “other”.
This includes the Beti, Douala, Makas, Bamiléké,
Bamoun, Bassa, Bayangi, Kom, Mamfe, and Moghamo.
Taken together, the top ten ethnic groups account for
66.5% of the sample.
In order to control for voter intimidation, I include

a question that asks the respondent whether or not
during the last election “any candidate or party activist
threatened you in any way” as well as a measure of how
free the respondent feels one is “to choose whom to vote
for without feeling pressured.” Within the sample,
92.5% of respondents reported that they felt Camer-
oonians were somewhat or completely free to vote for
whomever they wanted. To control for political infor-
mation, I include a variable that measures how much
news the respondent consumes. In addition, a measure
of vote share for the ruling party in the 2011 presidential
elections is included at the electoral district level in order
to approximate the competitiveness of the district.

Table 3
Question wording and responses

Question
Response
Option #1

Response
Option #2

Response
Option #3

Response
Option #4

Don’t
Know

In general, different people feel
differently about voting. For some,
voting is a duty. Regardless of
what they think about the
candidates and parties, they feel
they should vote in every election
no matter what. For others, voting
is a choice. In each election they
choose whether to vote or not
depending on how they feel about
the candidates and parties. For
you personally, is voting first and
foremost a duty or a choice?

I feel strongly
that voting
is a duty

I feel that voting is
a duty, but not
very strongly

Voting is a choice

62.7 % 6.6 % 30.3 % – – 0.4 %

People have different opinions about
how to improve democracy in
Cameroon. Some people think that
voting will improve democracy.
Other people think that it is better
to boycott elections that are not
free and fair. To improve
democracy in Cameroon, do you
believe it is better to vote in or to
boycott elections?

I feel strongly
that we
should vote

I feel we should
vote, but not
very strongly

I feel we should
boycott, but not
very strongly

I feel strongly
that we
should
boycott

76.6 % 10.2 % 3.8 % 7.1% 2.3 %
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Studies have found that turnout is higher in more
competitive elections (Downs 1957; Geys 2006; Riker
and Ordeshook 1968).
Finally, because differences in vote choice might

affect why different people would choose to participate
in elections, I also include a dummy for the respond-
ent’s partisanship, which includes three options. A
ruling-party partisan is a respondent who reports feeling
close to the RDPC (26.3% of the sample). An
opposition-party partisan is a respondent who reports
feeling close to any one of Cameroon’s opposition parties
(9.45 of the sample). The omitted category is non-
partisans. To further investigate if vote choice is driving
the results of the turnout model, online appendix G
reports the results of the main regression results with
partisanship interacted with each of the six primary
independent variables. All statistical analyses include
post-stratification survey weights, as well as region
dummies and interviewer dummies. Standard errors are
clustered at the enumeration area, which is the lowest
level sampling unit.

Results
The first set of analyses, presented in table 4, execute
various model specifications in order to investigate the
relative explanatory power of the three economic versus
the three non-economic measures. Model 1 assesses just
the economic motivations, including all control variables.
Results reveal little evidence for a robust relationship
between any of the economic motivations for voting and
self-reported voting behavior. All four economic measures
are statistically insignificant, and the sign for vote-buying
is actually negative. In all, it is difficult to conclude from
Model 1 that economic motivations for voting strongly
predict voting behavior.

Model 2 investigates the non-economic reasons for
voting, including the same set of control variables. Unlike
the economic motivations, the expressive reasons for
voting have a positive and statistically robust relationship
to reported voting behavior. Finally, Model 3 includes all
six measures of voting motivations, along with the set of
controls. In general, the findings from Models 1 and 2 are
replicated: the two expressive motivations for voting
remain positive and statistically significant, while the
economic measures remain statistically insignificant. In
fact, including the economic measures of voting actually
increases the values of the coefficients on the expressive
motivations.

In order to better interpret these results, figure 1
presents the findings for the six variables of interest of
Model 3 graphically in a coefficient plot. The plot helps to
visualize the relative magnitude of the voting motivations.
Notably, the confidence intervals on vote-buying are quite
large. In Cameroon, traditional vote-buying—the moni-
tored exchange of money or goods for a vote—is not
common because the RDPC does not operate as a political
machine; it is likely that the majority of respondents who
reported having received something in the previous
election were describing having received something at
a political rally. Such rallies are extremely common in
African elections, and political parties tend to hand out
small gifts, such as soap, rice, or t-shirts. However, these
gifts are not usually considered reciprocal, as the exchanges
are informal and unmonitored. It is not unusual for
someone to go to the campaign rallies of different parties,
collect small gifts at each, and then refrain from voting
altogether. This likely explains the wide confidence
intervals on the measure of electoral gifts: while a sub-
stantial minority of citizens may have received something
during the previous election, the gift does not predict

Table 4
Motivations for voting in Cameroon

Reported Voting in the 2013 Elections Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Received a gift or favor -0.147 (0.364) – – -0.164 (0.285)
Expects patronage 0.056 (0.073) – – 0.000 (0.083)
Per capita budgetary spending 0.018 (0.024) – – 0.018 (0.024)
Evaluation of economic performance 0.021 (0.086) – – 0.000 (0.088)
Civic duty – – 0.218*** (0.056) 0.225*** (0.062)
Improve democracy – – 0.412*** (0.080) 0.420*** (0.094)
Controls O O O
Region dummies O O O
Interviewer dummies O O O
Constant -6.550*** (1.911) -6.378*** (1.675) -7.579*** (1.980)
N 1,712 1,810 1,677
Pseudo R-Squared 0.191 0.215 0.217

Notes: Coefficients are reported. Standard errors are given in parentheses. Standard errors clustered at the sampling unit.

*p,0.10; **p,0.05; ***0.01
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behavior. For belief in electoral patronage, per capita
government spending, and the respondent’s evaluation
of the national economy, the coefficients are effectively
zero.

Overall, a respondent who said they received a gift or
favor in the previous election was not any more or less
likely to say they voted than a respondent who said they
did not receive a gift or favor. A respondent who believes
that if voter turnout is high their district will be
rewarded is not more likely to report having voted than
a respondent who does not believe in the relationship
between voting and government spending. Citizens
living in districts with high government spending (the
maximum value is 39 CFAs per capita in Ebolowa in the
president’s home region) do not report voting at higher
levels than citizens in districts with low levels of spending
(the minimum value is 4 CFAs per capita in Fundong in
the Northwest Region). Finally, a respondent who
believes that the present economic condition of
Cameroon is very good is no more or less likely to have
reported voting than someone who believes the economy
is very bad.

In contrast, the expressive reasons for voting do
correlate with voting behavior. Citizens who believe
voting is a duty are nearly seven percentage points more
likely to vote than their peers who view voting as
a choice. Even more conspicuously, citizens who
strongly believe voting can improve the quality of
democracy in Cameroon are 21% more likely to vote
than those who believe strongly that it is better to
boycott elections that are not free and fair. Particularly
in comparison to economic reasons for voting, the data
makes clear that expressive motivations are an important

part of understanding the voting act in electoral
autocracies.

Discussion and Implications
Overall, these findings regarding non-economic motiva-
tions for voting add complexity to the traditional
assumptions of electoral behavior in autocratic regimes.
The data casts doubt on the argument that citizens in
autocracies only vote in order to receive a material
reward, whether through vote buying or patronage. The
logic of electoral patronage certainly exists in Cameroon,
but after 25 years of multiparty elections and continued
economic stagnation and underdevelopment, many
citizens doubt the connection between electoral returns
and the provision of public goods. Instead, citizens hold
more ideational reasons for voting. For example, many
citizens in autocratic countries possess a high level of
patriotism (nurtured by the regime itself), and feel pride
in fulfilling their civic duty come election day. As one
female RDPC supporter told me in Foumban, “I vote
the RDPC because it’s the ruling party. I grew up with it.
My mother was a member since I was a child.”28 Other
citizens hope that their participation may have some
symbolic effect on the level of democracy. As one teacher
noted, “I support the opposition for change. Everyone
says we should support the RDPC because things are ok
or they will make things better, but I don’t agree.”29 Such
citizens are aware that their vote will not significantly
alter the balance of power in government, but are still
committed to voting because they believe that their
participation can make a larger systemic difference, even
if it is only symbolic.
Given the unique under-development of the electoral

autocracies of sub-Saharan Africa, can the theory de-
veloped in this article be applied outside of Africa? In
part, this is an unanswered question. However, the likely
answer is that some percentage of citizens of all electoral
autocracies vote for expressive reasons, but the proportion
of citizens who do so depends on the credibility of the
state’s economic incentives and repressive behavior. Al-
though a weak state is not a scope condition of the theory
presented in this article, the importance of non-economic
voting is likely inversely related to economic development:
As economic rewards for voting become less credible (and
violence less common), the proportion of citizens voting
for non-economic reasons should increase.
I have demonstrated that in Cameroon, the proportion

of citizens who vote for economic reasons appears smaller
than the literature would suggest. While the existing
literature has argued that in places like Mexico under the
PRI and Egypt under the Mubarak regime the vast
majority of citizens vote for economic reasons, these
studies have not taken into account the possibility of
expressive reasons for voting. Even where economic
incentives for voting are credible for larger proportions

Figure 1
Coefficient plot of Model 5
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of the population, many citizens presumably vote for
expressive reasons.
If citizens of electoral autocracies vote primarily for

non-economic reasons, how do the implications of their
behavior differ from a world in which citizens primarily
have economic motivations for voting? The theory in
this article implies three important differences in our
broader expectations about autocratic politics. First,
from a more micro-level perspective, expressive reasons
for voting can shed light on the campaign strategies of
parties, candidates, and elites, which provide us with
a whole range of possibilities that we are blinded to if we
focus solely on strategies of vote-buying, electoral
patronage, and economic performance. Second, the
significance of voter turnout takes on a different mean-
ing and has different consequences if citizens vote
primarily for expressive reasons. Third, and relatedly,
many of our theories of autocratic regime stability rely
on arguments about economic growth, which are
predicated on the argument that citizens only support
or tolerate the regime when they receive economic
incentives and benefits for doing so. But if most citizens
do not receive or expect to receive economic benefits
from the state, then economic growth may not always be
the cornerstone to explaining regime stability. Future
research on political participation in autocratic regimes
should take these motivations seriously. By relaxing the
assumption that most citizens vote because they expect
a material reward or because they approve of the
economic performance of the regime, we can explain
the longevity of some of the poorest and most under-
performing electoral autocracies in the world, such as
Cameroon. When states can develop legitimacy outside
of clientelistic networks, they are able to endure decades
of economic stagnation.
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Notes
1 International Institute for Democracy and Electoral
Assistance, Voter Turnout Database.

2 Author’s survey: 70.4% say the RDPC would defi-
nitely win a majority; 7.4% said they probably would
win a majority; 2.9% said it would be fifty/fifty; 2.4%

said they probably wouldn’t win a majority; 5.6% said
they would definitely not win a majority of seats;
11.2% said they didn’t know.

3 Respondent Number 761. Interviewed on November
25, 2014, in Kribi, Océan by Brenda Masanga.

4 Respondent Number 1024. Interviewed January 23,
2015 in Bamenda II, Mezam, by Brenda Masanga.

5 Author’s survey: Do you think your vote makes
a difference in elections in this country? Results: 65%
“Yes”; 9% “Sometimes”; 26% “No”.

6 Respondent Number 2164. Interviewed March 22,
2015 in Foumbot, Noun, by the author.

7 On a scale from zero to ten, the respondent reported
that the level of democracy in Cameroon today is
a “zero”’ In addition, his feelings toward the RDPC are
“very negative” and his feelings toward the opposition
SDF are “somewhat negative”.

8 Respondent Number 2212. Interviewed March 23,
2015 in Foumbon, Noun by the author.

9 Respondent Number 1275. Interviewed February 1,
2015 in Belo, Boyo by Evelyn Ngu.

10 Respondent Number 1951. Interviewed onMarch 17,
2015 in Bafoussam I, Mifi by the author.

11 I do not include autocratic regimes that hold single-
party or municipal level elections only, such as China
or Saudi Arabia. Though some studies of local-level
elections in China have found that citizens are more
likely to vote when they hold lower levels of efficacy
and support for democracy; Zhong and Chen 2002.

12 Where opposition parties are independent from the
state.

13 By including only countries that score below a zero on
the Polity scale, I exclude countries such as Namibia or
Botswana that have strong civic and political rights for
their citizens, but where there has not been electoral
turnover.

14 Excluding Singapore, which is a clear development
outlier for autocracy.

15 Voting is not mandatory in Cameroon.
16 Magaloni 2006 argues that the poor will tolerate

economic hardship if they are bought off by the regime
while the rich will tolerate it if they believe the ruling
party is more capable of steering the country out of
recession. Greene 2007 similarly argues that dominant
parties can survive economic downturns only if they
can maintain their patronage machine.

17 For example, Gandhi and Lust-Okar’s (2009) review
of autocratic elections, which barely touches on the
topic of electoral violence.

18 Author’s survey.
19 For example, the RDPC in Cameroon often points to

the turbulent histories of its neighbors—Nigeria, the
Central African Republic, and Chad—as examples of
what Cameroon would look like today with the
stability of the RDPC’s rule.
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20 Sudanese are the least convinced that they live in
a democracy (38.5% say their country is not a de-
mocracy), while Burundians are the most convinced
that they live in a democracy (36.7% say they live in
a full democracy).

21 The three northern regions (the “Grand North”)
were inaccessible due to the terrorist activity of
Boko Haram. While the Grand North used to
provide considerable opposition to the RDPC in
the early 1990s, Biya successfully brought the
northern-based opposition party, the UNDP, un-
der the RDPC umbrella in 1997. Today, 19 of the
region’s 24 electoral districts are RDPC strong-
holds, while the remaining five are “swing” regions;
none could be considered opposition strongholds,
even if the UNDP is considered an opposition
party, which is debatable. A priori, I don’t have any
reason to believe that economic voting would be
stronger in these regions, or that expressive reasons
would be weaker. However, due to the violence, the
inclusion of these regions may have picked up more
variation on the question of voting due to fear or
repression.

22 Opposition districts: Mezam Centre, Noun Mémé,
Boyo,Momo East. Swing districts: Wouri East, Worui
Centre, Mifi, Nyong et Kellé, Mezam South. Ruling
party districts: Mfoundi, Océan, Haut Nyong, Mvila,
Manyu.

23 The post-stratification weights range in value from
0.196 to 2.300. Opposition and swing regions were
over-sampled in order to provide enough within-
sample variation for sub-group analysis.

24 Twenty-three years was chosen because the voting age
in Cameroon is 20, and I wanted to interview only
citizens who would have been eligible to vote in the
2013 parliamentary and legislative elections.

25 Two list experiments were included in attempt to
measure vote-buying and intimidation, but despite
repeated re-writing of the questions, I found it
exceedingly difficult for participants to follow the
directions of the experiment, and therefore do not find
the responses accurate or credible.

26 These options included “You were not registered to
vote,” “You were registered, but chose not to vote,”
“You were registered and tried to vote, but were
turned away at the polling station,” and “You did
vote”.

27 There is a nuanced tension between the relationship
between democracy and voting as an individual act
(abstain) and as an organized act (boycott). To my
knowledge, this is the first time a survey has asked
participants about this logic of voting, and I chose the
word “boycott” because I found in pre-testing that the
word “abstain” (s’abstenir) was poorly understood by
participants, and thus chose to the change to “boycott”

(boycotter), which, indeed, was much more clearly
understood.

28 Respondent Number 2119. Interviewed onMarch 21,
2015 in Mankouon, Foumban, by the author.

29 Respondent Number 1952. Interviewed onMarch 17,
2015 in Banango, Bafoussam, by the author.
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